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ABSTRACT 

 

Natural language processing (NLP) is the technique by which we process the human 

language with the computer. Parts-of-Speech (POS) tagging is one of the fundamental 

requirements for some NLP applications. It is considered as a solved problem for some 

foreign languages, such as English, Chinese, due to higher accuracy (97%), where it is 

still an unsolved problem for Bangla because of its ambiguity. Although making a POS 

tagger for Bangla is not a new work, but each one of available POS taggers has different 

kinds of limitations. We choose to develop an unsupervised system rather than a 

supervised system, because a supervised system needs a huge data resource for training 

purpose and available resources in Bangla is really poor.  Here we develop a POS tagger 

mainly based on Bangla grammar especially suffixes. Because Bangla is a very 

inflectional language, where a single word has many variants based on their suffixes. 

In this POS tagger, we assign 8 base POS tags, where some rules, based on Bangla 

grammar and suffix, are applied to identify POS tags with the cooperation of verb root 

dataset. To handle non-suffix words, a dataset of almost 14500 Bangla words, with 

having their default POS tags, is added with the system, which helps to increase the 

efficiency of this POS tagger. A modified version of previously used algorithm for 

suffix analysis is applied, which result in a satisfactory level of about 94.2%.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is one of the most well-known fields of Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) that allows computers to process and manipulate human languages. 

Parts of Speech (POS) tagger is a pre-requisite part of many applications of NLP. 

Automated Parts of Speech tagging is the process of identifying a word in a sentence 

with an accurate parts of speech tag. It will contribute to almost every branch of NLP, 

because it has a multiform utilization to translate from one language to another language 

[1], to verify text data, to correct the grammatical error, to annotate the named entity in 

large corpus, and so on. POS tagging is also used to build Natural Language Interface 

(NLI) [2]. Bangla is, an Indo-Aryan language, the seventh most spoken native language; 

mostly used in Bangladesh and some parts of India, which has many loanwords from 

European languages and about 30 percent-unmodified Sanskrit words. Some of those 

words are modified with times and changed their actual meaning that makes Bangla 

words more complex and more ambiguous. Ambiguous words are more difficult to tag 

with a specific part of speech, because there may have different tags for a single word 

based on their role in the sentence. POS tagging for Bangla language is more difficult 

and challenging than other languages because of its prefix and suffix. Though some 

researchers improve a lot in POS tagging and use different methods and algorithms, 

there are still lots of chances to improve more.  

 

1.2 Motivation 

The people of current decade experiences the increasing number of uses of intelligent 

gadgets, such as amazon echo, which process human language and perform the work 

asked for. On the other hand, people are more active in their social media network 

nowadays. Sentiment can be gathered by analyzing one’s status and comments. 

Moreover, a computer can translate from one language to another language and assist 

a person to find out the best route. Most of the application is available in foreign 

languages like English, Japanese, Italian etc. If those applications are available in 
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Bangla language, that will be more helpful for us. POS tagging plays a vital role to 

develop those applications. Other languages like, English, Chinese etc. have their own 

well-developed POS tagger [3]. Some of them have over 97 percent accuracy. Bangla 

is the seventh most spoken native language. There are also some works on the Bangla 

POS tagger. Some of them are focused on verb or Noun [4] or classifications of base 

tags [5]. But the satisfactory level of those papers is not as good as English or Chinese 

language. So, we want to develop a POS tagger based on suffix analysis in order to 

enrich the language in the area of NLP.  

 

1.3 Research Question 

What is the effect of an unsupervised system to improve the accuracy level of POS 

tagging rather than the supervised system?  

The purpose of this study is to find out the performance level of an unsupervised system 

in the area of POS tagging. Supervised system performs well in this field, where 

unsupervised system still have to improve. This study enables us to develop a POS 

tagger with a deep analysis of suffix. 

Table I: Eight Parts-of-Speech tags with their description 

 Tags Description 

1 NN Noun 

2 PRO Pronoun 

3 ADJ Adjective 

4 VRB Verb 

5 ADV Adverb 

6 PRE Preposition 

7 CON Conjunction 

8 INT Interjection 

 

1.4 Expected Output 

The input to this system will be a string of words in Bangla. The POS tagger will tag 

each word of the input to their particular parts of speech with a developed algorithm. 
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The accuracy level of this unsupervised system to identify word with accurate parts of 

speech will be better than other available Bangla POS tagger. An application will also 

developed to implement the developed algorithm. In this system, we consider eight base 

POS tags (shown in Table I). 

1.5 Report Layout 

We divide this report into five section. This is the first section where we talk about 

motivation for our work and the expected outcome. In the second section (CHAPTER 

2) we discuss about related works in this field, scope of the problems, challenges etc. 

In the third section (CHAPTER 3) we discuss about data collection procedure and 

implementation. Section four (CHAPTER 4) is for experimental result and analysis. 

Conclusion and future work are discussed in CHAPTER 5. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

 

2.1 Introduction 

By using the linguistic rule or stochastic rule or both, many POS tagger was developed 

for different languages. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is popular among stochastic 

application. But it needs large label data for better performance. And Bangla have not 

such large annotated dataset. Support Vector Machine (SVM), Conditional Random 

Field (CRF) and Maximum Entropy (ME) are also used for this purpose. Here we 

discuss some existing Bangla POS taggers mentioning their performance. 

 

2.2 Related Works 

At the early stage, A. Ekbal et al. [6] proposed a Bengali POS tagger using SVM, where 

they used a corpus of 72,341 wordforms tagged, i.e. 15K wordforms as development 

set and 57,341 wordforms as training set.  It came out with an accuracy of 86.84%, 

which was much better than the existing system based on HMM [7] and ME [8]. 

S. Mukherjee et al. [9] compared a Global Linear Model (GLM) based POS tagger with 

CRF, SVM, HMM and ME based Bengali POS tagger, where GLM won by giving 

93.12% accuracy. They used a training dataset containing manually annotated 44K 

words and two test sets containing 14,784 and 10,273 words respectably.  

S. Dandapat et al. [10] developed a Bangla POS tagger using supervised and semi-

supervised bi-gram HMM and a ME based model with morphological analysis. For 

their work, they took almost 40,000 words as training data and 5,000 words as test data. 

Although the result was at satisfactory level, but there has a lot of scope of 

improvement. 

All of these work mainly based on training data, indicates supervised tagger. H. Ali 

[11] tried to make some difference. He did some experimental job of making an 

unsupervised POS tagger for Bangla language using Baum-Welch algorithm, although 

the experiment did not get success. 
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A. Parikh [12] developed a Parts-of-speech tagging system based on neural network. 

The tagger was tested as single-neuro tagger and multi-neuro tagger differently. Multi-

neuro tagger performed better with accuracy level of testing data 92.19% than single-

neuro tagger. 

S. Ismail et al. [13] developed an algorithm for making an automated Bangla POS 

tagged dictionary. The algorithm was dedicated to tag words in Noun, Verb and 

Adjective using suffix list. 

Md. N. Hoque et al. [14] developed a POS tagger system by applying Bangla stemmer 

and rule based analyzer. Some rules were generated from suffix and some were from 

observations. They got the accuracy level of 93.7%, but still they have many drawbacks.  

 

2.3 Research Summary 

A supervised tagging system with HMM, ME, CRF, SVM performs satisfactorily for 

tagging Bangla words. But due to the huge dataset requirement, it will be very laborious 

to develop. Its performance level depends on the size of training data. Moreover, the 

neural network has done this job pretty well, but still hard to develop. Now it is the term 

for an unsupervised system. A limited work has done in this section for tagging 

purposes, which performs fairly well. But all of them have a number of limitations, 

those make a scope for improvement. So, we develop an unsupervised tagging system, 

powered by an modified version of previously used algorithm [14]. In this system, each 

word is inspected for appropriate POS tag based on suffix analysis. There are also some 

rules that help to make decisions to get an appropriate tag. We are considering 8 tags 

(shown in Table І) for this system.   

 

2.4 Scope of the problem 

The problem is the part of an experiment. There have a number of scopes for occurring 

problems.  

 Manually tags dataset words. A data set contains lots of words or sentences. 

Tagging each and every word with accurate POS tag is a lengthy and difficult 

process.  
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 Crop the word into accurate root word. The ending of a word can matches 

with multiple suffixes, which results in multiple roots. It is difficult to find the 

right one. 

 Tag multiple meaning words. A word can be used for multiple purposes. So, 

there can be more than one POS tags available for that word.  

 Handle unknown word. Bangla is a compound language, which contains many 

foreign words. Moreover, every day many new words enter in Bangla language. 

Categorize those unknown new words is difficult. 

 

2.5 Challenges 

Bangla language has a huge range of vocabulary. The number of words is increasing 

every day. A huge collection of words is not easily available in this language. But for 

the system, we need a collection of verb roots as much as possible. Resources for this 

language is really poor. Moreover, Bangla words are polymorphous. The form of words 

changes over time, which increase the difficulties of collecting the verb roots. Root, 

which works for সাধু form, doesn’t work for চক্রিত্ form of a word.  
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Methodology 

The goal of this study is to find out the performance of an unsupervised system in the 

purpose of POS tagging. To successfully conduct the thesis below steps were taken. 

 The necessity of a POS tagger in Bangla NLP applications was observed.  

 A study on the performance of different algorithms for POS tagging on different 

languages was done. 

 Various papers on Bangla POS tagger were studied and a comparison between 

the performance of English POS tagger and Bangla POS tagger was made. 

 The poor resource availability in Bangla language was realized and a decision 

of making an unsupervised system was made. 

 As Bangla is an inflectional language, different Bangla grammar books were 

studied to identify the effects of Bangla inflections in Bangla words. 

 Available papers on suffix analysis were shortlisted and studied. 

 A collection of Bangla suffixes according to their classifications from different 

resources and a set of rules for identify tags with suffix were made. 

 The necessity of Verb root to identify tags was realized and a collection of Verb 

root was made. 

 A modification of previously used algorithm in POS tagging was done. 

 As soon as the necessity to handle non-suffix words raised, we made a collection 

of words with their default tags. 

 Side by side, the web application to implement this system was developed. 

 Finally, an unsupervised Bangla POS tagger based on suffix analysis is 

proposed to increase the accuracy level. 

 

3.2 Data collection Procedure 

Our collection of data divided into two parts, one part (almost 14,500 words) used as a 

dictionary where each word has its manually given tag [17] and another part (almost 
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12,000 words) used as a testing dataset. There is another collection of data, which 

contains verb roots. Collection of data goes through a lengthy process. Dictionary data 

are collected from different kind of magazines, short stories, and novels. And Testing 

data are from different popular online Daily newspaper and blogs. After collecting 

dictionary data, each word has given a POS tag manually based on the grammatical 

rules [15][16] and Bengali to English dictionary [17]. On the other hand, Verb roots are 

gathered from Bangla grammar books [15] [16] and different online sources.  

 

3.3 Implementation Details 

    Bangla is very inflectional language, where each word may have more than one 

meaning based on inflection. Suffix or postfix is an inflection, which does not have any 

meaning as itself. It sits at the end of a word or a bunch of characters to make a 

meaningful word. Bangla language has rich grammatical support. The grammar defines 

how suffixes stand with the word to make different meaning, also different parts of 

speech. We generate some rules according to Bangla grammar and sentence pattern to 

analyze the data. Those rules are mentioned below. 

Rule 1: According to Bangla grammar, a Verb word is a combination of a verb root 

called ধাতু্ and an inflection known as ক্রিয়া-ক্রিভক্রি (some of them shown in Table II), 

which only appears after Verb root. Suppose, current word i.e. 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 (i = 0, 1, 2,…, 

length of sentence - 1) is examined and found with ক্রিয়া-ক্রিভক্রি at the end. After chopping 

ক্রিয়া-ক্রিভক্রি, if the remaining is found as a Verb root, then 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 will be considered as a 

Verb. Example -  

                                           করেক্রিিাম = কর্ + এক্রিিাম  

        ধাতু্        ক্রিয়া-ক্রিভক্রি 

Table II: List of Verb suffix or ক্রিয়া-ক্রিভক্রি 

Description List 

ক্রিয়া-ক্রিভক্রি or 

Verb suffix 

ছিন, ছ রি, ছ রিন, ক্র য়াি, ছ ি, ক্র য়াক্রিস, এক্রিিাম, ছ ক্রিস, ক্র য়াক্রি, ছ ক্রি,  ুন, 
ক্র রিন, িাম, ক্র রত্ক্রিরিন, ছ ক্রিিাম,  ারে,  াইরত্ক্রিস,  াক্রেস, ক্র রয়রিন,  াক, 
ছিা,  াইরিন,  াইত্,  াত্,  াত্াম,  াক্রেি,  াক্রেরি,  াক্রেক্রি,  াক্রেিাম, ক্রেিাম 
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Table III: List of কৃৎ-প্রত্যয় 

Parts of Speech List 

Noun ওন,  ারনা, না, ওনা,  ুক্রন, ন,  াক্রন,  াক্রে,  ােী,  ুক্রে, না,  ারনাে 

Adjective ন্ত,  ুক্রন্ত,  ুক,  ুকা, ছকা, ছ ায়া, ক্র ষু্ণ, িে, মান 

 

Rule 2: There are two types of suffixes in Bangla grammar, one called কৃৎ-প্রত্যয় and 

another called ত্ক্রিত্-প্রত্যয়. Between two of them, কৃৎ-প্রত্যয় only appears at the end of 

Verb root and ত্ক্রিত্-প্রত্যয় appears at the end of a meaningful word. Example - 

    চিন = চল্ (ধাতু্) + অন (কৃৎ-প্রত্যয়) 
   িাক্রিওয়ািা = িাক্রি (শব্দ) + ওয়ািা (ত্ক্রিত্-প্রত্যয়) 

Here “চল্” is a verb root and “িাক্রি” is a word. Now, the interesting thing is, কৃৎ-প্রত্যয় only 

appear at the end of verb root and generate only Noun and Adjective [16]. Some of 

them only generate Noun word and some generate only the Adjective. So, we categorize 

them into Noun suffix group and Adjective suffix group (shown in Table III). If a Noun 

suffix appears at the end of Verb root, then the word will be tagged as a Noun. The 

same thing happens for Adjective suffix. 

    চিন = চল্ (ধাতু্) + ন (কৃৎ-প্রত্যয়) = NOUN 

   চিন্ত = চল্ (ধাতু্) + ন্ত (কৃৎ-প্রত্যয়) = ADJECTIVE 

Rule 3: Consider every number is expressed in digits, not in words. According to the 

dictionary [17] and Bangla grammar [16], a number can be Noun or Adjective. 

Suppose, current word i.e. 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 is a number, if immediate next word i.e. 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖+1 is 

a quantifier marker (from the list Table IV), then 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 is considered as an Adjective 

and 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖+1 is considered as a Noun. Otherwise, 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 is considered as a Noun. 

   Sentence 1:  “ছস ১০ মাইি পথ পাক্রে ক্রিরয়রি।” 

   Sentence 2: “ধাো ১০ অনুসারে ছস সাজা ছপরিা।”  

In sentence 1, when “১০” is examined, the 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖+1 “মাইি” is found as a quantifier 

marker (from Table IV). So, “১০” will be considered as Adjective and “মাইি” is 

considered as Noun. But in sentence 2, “১০” will be considered as a Noun because next 

word is not a quantifier marker. 
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Rule 4: There are some suffixes, which stands with a number. We can divide them into 

two categories (Shown in Table V). One category expresses the number as Noun and 

another one express as Adjective. If the first category raised in 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 then immediate 

next word 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖+1 considered as Noun. Because these Noun suffix categories actually 

used for indicates a date of a month. So, immediate next word must be a month’s name. 

   Sentence 1: “ছস ক্লারস ১ম স্থান অক্রধকাে করেরি।” 

   Sentence 2: “আজ ১িা বিশাখ।”  

In sentence 1, “১ম” indicates a position, so will be considered as Adjective. But in 

sentence 2, “১িা” indicates a fixed day of a month, so will be considered as Noun and 

𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖+1 also as Noun. 

Table IV: Quantifier Marker List 

Parts of speech Quantifier Marker 

Noun 

টাকা, ডিাে, রুক্রপ, ক্রিনাে, ইরয়ন, ইউরো, মাস, ক্রিন, সপ্তাহ, সাি, িিে, যুগ, 
গজ, ফুট, ইক্রি, ক্রমক্রিক্রমটাে, ছসক্রিক্রমটাে, ক্রমটাে, ক্রকরিাক্রমটাে, ছকক্রজ, ক্রিটাে, 
শত্াাংশ, অাংশ, িাে, শত্, হাজাে, িাখ, িক্ষ, ছকাক্রট, ক্রমক্রিয়ন, ক্রিক্রিয়ন, জন 

 

Table V: Suffixes for number 

Parts of Speech List 

Noun িা, ো, ঠা, ই, ছশ 
Adjective টা, ক্রট, খানা, খাক্রন, ছট, ম, য়, থথ, ষ্ঠ, শ, ত্ম, % 

 

Rule 5: As mention before, ত্ক্রিত্-প্রত্যয় appears after meaningful words, but some of 

them can be categorized uniquely to identify a word as Noun or Adjective or Adverb. 

So, when 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 is examined, if it ends with any of these suffixes (some of them shown 

in Table VI), then it will be considered as Noun/Adjective/Adverb respectively. For 

example, “ক্রিপিজনক” ends with “জনক”, which listed (in Table VI) as Adjective suffix. 

So, this word will be considered as an Adjective. 

Rule 6: After stemming “ছ ” or “এ” from 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖, if it is found as Noun or Adjective, 

then 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 will be considered as Adverb [15]. For example – if “চেরম” is stemmed with 
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“ে ” and remaining “চেম” is found as Adjective, then “চেরম” will be considered as 

Adverb. 

Rule 7: This rule is generated to handle words, which have more than one meaning. 

For example – “ও” sometimes used for addressing someone and sometimes used for 

connecting two sentences or words. For these kinds of word, we follow the maximizing 

rule. We search the word in the dictionary and gather unique tags for that word with 

their frequency. Finally, get the maximum frequency tag for that word. 

Rule 8: Consider, “সুখ-িুুঃখ”, “ত্া-ও”. Here, one indicates two different words connected 

with ‘-’, and another indicates one word. We assume ‘-’ containing word as two different 

words and apply other rules. After applying all rules mentioned above, if the word 

doesn’t have any tag then combine those two words with ‘-’, considered as one word 

and find into the dictionary. If it is not found in the dictionary then considered as a 

Noun. 

Rule 9: If no above mention rule is applicable for the word, then it will be considered 

as Noun. 

Table VI:  List of ত্ক্রিত্ প্রত্যয় for Noun, Adjective and Adverb 

Parts of Speech List 

Noun ওয়ািা, খানা, ক্রগক্রে, িান, িাক্রন,  ুক্রেয়া, শীি, িাক্রজ 
Adjective পানা, ভে, ভো, মন্ত, িন্ত, ছখাে, জনক, মূিক, িযাপী, ছযাগয, ছকক্রিক, ঘক্রটত্ 
Adverb রূরপ, ভারি, ভারিই, পূিথক, মরত্া 

 

    We have modified an algorithm for tagging Bangla word based on above mentioned 

rules. This algorithm needs four parameters, testing dataset as corpus, tagged dictionary 

dataset as dic, verb root dataset as vrot and quantifier marker list as quantifier_list. The 

algorithm is given below – 

banglaPosTaggarAlgo(corpus, dic, vrot, quantifier_list) 

1. for each sentence from corpus 

2. for each word from sentence 

3.  take current word as word and next word as next_word  
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4.  if (isVerb(word, vrot)) 

5.   continue 

6.  else 

7.   tag = isNounOrAdjectiveFromKritSuffix(word, vrot) 

8.   if (tag != false) 

9.    tag = verb and continue 

10.   end if 

11.   if (isNumber(word)) 

12.    tag = tagForNumber(word, next_word, quantifier_list) 

13.    if next word is also tagged 

14.     increase one step for loop 

15.     continue 

16.    else 

17.     continue 

18.    end if 

19.   end if 

20.   if (isQuantifierMarker(word, quantifier_list)) 

21.    continue 

22.   end if 

23.   tag = getTagFromToddhitSuffix(word) 

24.   if (tag != false) 

25.    continue 

26.   end if 

27.   if(isInDictionary(word, dic)) 

28.    continue 

29.   else 

30.    if ‘ছ ’ present at the end  

31.     remove ‘ছ ’ and check again in dictionary 

32.     if get tag as Noun or Adjective 

33.      continue 

34.     end if 

35.    end if 

36.    roots = stemmer(word) 
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37.    if (count(roots) != 0) 

38.     for each root from roots 

39.      if match found 

40.       continue 

41.      end if 

42.     end for 

43.    else 

44.     tag = Noun 

45.     continue 

46.    end if 

47.   end if 

48.  end if 

49. end for 

50. end for 

 

    Let’s discuss the algorithm banglaPosTaggarAlgo(corpus, dic, vrot, quantifier_list) 

step by step. First, we take each sentence from the corpus in line 1 and explode it with 

space ‘ ’ in a word array. Then take each word from this word array in line 2 and check 

if it contains hyphen ‘-’ or not, for a purpose of getting current word and next word in 

line 3. If yes then explode it and take 1st part as current word and 2nd part as next word. 

If not, then take 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 as current word and 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖+1 as next word. 

    Now, 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 is going for verb checking in line 4, where current word is cropped with 

the list of ক্রিয়া-ক্রিভক্রি (Table II) whenever a match found, and take all cropped roots into 

an array. If this array has any root that matches with verb root, then 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 considered 

as a verb in line 5. If 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 is not a Verb, then 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 go for Noun/Adjective checking 

in line 7, 8, 9. Here, 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 is cropped with Noun /Adjective কৃৎ suffix list (Table III) 

and takes roots to match with verb root. If match found, then gets corresponding tag 

according to suffix category.  

    From line 11-19, algorithm works for numerical words. If 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 is a number 

containing word and it contains only digit, then check 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖+1 is a quantifier marker 

or not. If 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖+1 is a quantifier marker (Table IV), then tag 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 as Adjective and 

𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖+1 as Noun. If 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖+1contains quantifier marker as substring, then tag 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 
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as Adjective. If 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖+1 does not fulfill any of these two conditions, then tag 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 

as Noun. But if 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 does not only contain digits then match the ending suffix with 

listed Noun/Adjective suffix for numbers (Table V). If match found, then get 

corresponding tag.  

    Now, If 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 is a quantifier marker then tag 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 as Noun, but if 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 contains 

quantifier marker as substring, then also 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 is considered as Noun in line 20, 21, 

22. If 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 does not get tag yet, then check whether the 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 ends with 

Noun/Adjective/Adverb ত্ক্রিত্ suffix list (Table VI) in line 23. If a match found, then 

get the corresponding tag.  

    Finally, the word goes for dictionary search from line 27-47. Algorithm search for 

𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 in the full dictionary. An array contains unique tags found for 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 with their 

frequency. And then calculate the maximum frequency tag for 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖. But if 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 is 

not present in the dictionary, check whether it is end with “ে ” or not. If yes, then chop 

the “ে ” from 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 and check the remainder into dictionary. If it results in Noun or 

adjective then 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 is considered as Adverb. If “ে ” is not present then it is cropped 

with other ত্ক্রিত্ suffix and the search process in the dictionary is repeated. This time 

cropped one is search into the dictionary. If still not found into the dictionary then tag 

the 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖 as Noun. 

Consider these following sentences as input for the system collected from corpus -  

“ছকিীয় সেকাে ২৫ছশ অরটািে জাক্রে করে এই ক্রনরিথক্রশকা। ক্রিরেে ৭৪ক্রট ছিরশে ৪৫০ক্রট শহরেে মানুষ 

িত্থমারন উিারেে ছসিা পারে।” 

After applying this algorithm - 

ছকিীয় (ADJ) সেকাে (NN) ২৫ছশ (NN) অরটািে (NN) জাক্রে (NN) করে (VRB) এই (PRO) 

ক্রনরিথক্রশকা (NN) 

ক্রিরেে (NN) ৭৪ক্রট (ADJ) ছিরশে (NN) ৪৫০ক্রট (ADJ) শহরেে (NN) মানুষ (NN) িত্থমারন (ADV) 

উিারেে (NN) ছসিা (NN) পারে (VRB) 
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3.4 Instrumental Requirement 

a) Front-End Design 

 HTML 

 CSS 

b) Back-End Design 

 PHP 

 JavaScript 

 MySQL 

c) IDE Tool 

 Brackets 

 

3.5 System Design  

In this section, we will present all the relevant information about our developed 

application, all the features it provides and how user and admin interact with the 

application. 

 

Figure 3.5.1: POS Tagger Page for User 

 

In figure I, we represent our home page of our application, where user can input any 

string of words for POS tagging purpose. There are total two text area for processing 

the text, one for input text and another for output text having their POS tags. If the input 

string is large enough, then user can also input the string as a text file for processing. 

Every time, when system process the string, a download option appears for 

downloading the output result as a text file. 
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Figure 3.5.2: Login Page for Admin 

In figure II, we represent the login page for admin, where user can enter his email and 

password for login purpose. If input email or password or both are wrong, then an error 

message will be shown and login will be failed. 

 

 

Figure 3.5.3: Admin Panel for Manage System Resource Dataset 

 

In figure III, we represent the screenshot of our admin panel, where admin can see and 

edit the resource datasets (Dictionary dataset and verb root dataset) of the system. There 

are two options for selecting the dataset. Admin can click on the option, which one 

admin want to see or edit. Admin can increase the dataset content by adding content at 

the end of the previous content of the specific dataset. 
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We must mention that this login and manage dataset options only for admin. User can 

only interact with the home page. To keep resource privacy, only admin can handle 

resource content. 

Table VII: Admin Database Entity 

Entity Name Type 

email Varchar (100) 

password Varchar (50) 

 

We have only one database table for admin login. In this table, we have two entity, one 

for admin email and one for admin password, and both are varchar type. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Experimental results 

The efficiency of a system can be measured from its accuracy level. Our proposed 

algorithm is applied to the testing dataset, which is collected from different popular 

online newspaper and blogs. There are almost 12,000 words available in the testing 

dataset. Accuracy is measured from the ratio of the number of correctly tagged word 

and the total number of words. Our system can detect 11,304 words with correct tags. 

It means, our system obtains 94.2% accuracy, which is not a bad figure. Our system 

detects Verb, Noun, Adjective, and Adverb more efficiently. We experiment on these 

words in three different contexts. The result are shown in Table VII. 

Table VIII: Experiment Result 

Total word Experiment type 
Correctly tagged 

word 
Accuracy % 

12000 

Without dictionary and verb-

root dataset 
7240 60.3% 

Without dictionary and with 

verb-root dataset 
9831 81.3% 

Dictionary + Verb-root + 

Rules 
11304 94.2% 

    

4.2 Descriptive analysis 

    By analyzing the result, we identify some constraints. Those are mentioned below- 

    Firstly, some words wrongly tagged as a Verb. For example – “ত্ারক”, which is a 

pronoun. But if we divide the word, we get “ত্াক্”, which is a Verb root and “ছ ”, which 

is a ক্রিয়া-ক্রিভক্রি. According to grammatical rule, it is correct to tag as a verb. But we 

know, this is Pronoun. 
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    Secondly, there are some foreign words, like “ড্র”, “ক্রসক্রেজজয়ী”, which counted as a 

Noun. There are no specific rules can be applied to them. 

    Thirdly, some English words conflict with some Bangla words. For example – “কাে” 

can be used as to mean Car or to mean Whose. As a result, the word is tagged with the 

wrong tag.  

    Fourthly, some non-suffix words, which are not in the dictionary, are automatically 

counted as a Noun. For example – an Adjective word “ছচনা”, which is tagged as a Noun. 

    Fifthly, some words have different parts-of-speech according to the meaning in the 

sentence. In this case, maximum occurred tag is applied to them. For example – “ও” is 

used as Pronoun and Conjunction. Suppose, “ও” is a pronoun in a sentence. But the 

frequency of Conjunction is high in the dictionary, so “ও” tagged as Conjunction.   

    Sixthly, word that ends with “ছ ” and root word is a Noun/Adjective, which is not an 

Adverb, but still tagged as Adverb. For Example – a word “ফুটিরি”, that ends with “ছ ”, 

is tagged as Adverb. But It is a Noun. 

Finally, Bangla is a very mysterious language, where each word has multiple forms. 

So, identify each word with an appropriate tag is not possible. Moreover, Bangla 

language is influenced by various foreign language. So, many grammatical rules are 

not applicable to them. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

5.1 Summary and Conclusion 

We successfully develop our proposed Bangla POS tagger system with a satisfying 

accuracy level (94.2%) using Bangla grammar suffix rules. This POS tagger is performs 

slightly better than other available POS tagger (Shown in Table VIII). Here dictionary 

dataset and Verb root dataset helps to increase efficiency level. It can be more efficient. 

But we don’t apply any rule for Pronoun, Conjunction, and Interjection. Because these 

are the non-suffix words and cannot be recognized without knowing their roles in the 

sentence. Moreover, Bangla has a huge range of vocabulary, which is influenced by 

various languages. It is not possible to give an accurate tag to every word. But we can 

increase the accuracy, if it is possible to find the role of a word in a sentence. 

Table IX: Accuracy of Different POS Tagger 

POS Tagger Ekbal [6] Mukherjee [9] Parikh [12] Hoque [14] Our 

System 

Accuracy % 86.8% 93.1% 92.1% 93.7% 94.2% 

 

5.2 Future work 

In this system, we identify tag according to Bangla grammar, especially using suffix 

analysis. This system mainly focuses on word-level tag accuracy. In the future, we will 

go for sentence-level accuracy. We will analyze the sentence pattern to identify the role 

of the word. Here we assign only eight POS tags, but we will try to cover all sub-

categories of each base POS tag.  
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